
Solutions for 
Access Flooring

HiGH-PerformAnCe modul Ar Tile  And wAll bAse

productive

motivated

safe efficient



ACCess floorinG s y s Tems Are ins TAlled for  
flexibiliT y,  sPeed,  sus TAinAbiliT y  And reTurn  
on inves TmenT. 

Raised flooring allows you to simply and effectively reconfigure electrical 
systems, data systems and interior spaces at any time. 

Even when the flooring is not being used for its easy access, it is working 
to reduce energy use through underfloor air distribution; routing heat and 
air, improving indoor air quality and increasing the return on investment.

THe floorinG used To Cover your ACCess PAnel s  
sHould offer THe sAme benefiT s.

Johnsonite flooring offers that same flexibility, speed, sustainability 
and return on investment. Combined with a high-performing, modular 
Johnsonite floor material, an access flooring system reduces energy  
and maintenance costs and enhances the productivity of the people  
within the space.

Johnsonite flooring goes down easily, sometimes without adhesive, for 
speedy installation and quick turnaround time. Johnsonite floors can be a 
temporary or a permanent solution. Tiles can be removed and reinstalled 
as needed, or even replaced if necessary. If you ever decide to change 
locations, you can remove the tiles and take them with you.  
They are extremely long lasting. Johnsonite flooring is available in a wide 
variety of colors and patterns, offering you tremendous design flexibility. 
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Square  
Vinyl Tile

productive

motivated

safe efficient



When it comes time to replace your flooring, you can take advantage 
of  Johnsonite’s RESTART™ program to make sure your rePLACE®  
demountable wall base and Inertia™ rubber flooring are recycled 
and stay out of landfills. Visit johnsoniteenvironment.com for more 
information about Johnsonite’s sustainable solutions.

feATured soluTions

Johnsonite solutions are available in a wide variety of materials, 
patterns and textures and are all part of the world’s most integrated 
high-performance flooring system. We’ve featured in this brochure 
only our thickest gauge solutions, which accommodate a variety 
of raised flooring systems and dynamic installation environments. 
Many other Johnsonite rubber, linoleum and vinyl flooring solutions 
can be used for access flooring systems. 

For all Johnsonite solutions, we recommend a trial installation  
on the specified access system to ensure the best experience for  
the end-user.
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UnderLock™

Rubber Tile

8

Inertia™ 
Rubber Tile 

rePLACE®  
Demountable  
Wall Base
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Square is a high-performance resilient vinyl tile that uses releasable adhesive 
and can be repurposed as easily as carpet tiles. It is made of a high-density foam 
that improves its acoustic properties, reducing noise pollution. That same high- 
density backing is combined with improved ergonomic design to create better 
underfoot comfort.

All of that comfort doesn’t compromise toughness. Square’s extremely durable 
polyurethane (PUR)-reinforced wear layer allows it to better resist abrasions, 
static indentations, stains and tearing, thereby improving it’s durability and 
return on investment.

Best of all, Square is a modular flooring that is easy to install and easy to clean. 
It has built-in antimicrobial protection to help with sanitation. By eliminating 
the need for labor-intensive cleaning procedures throughout its lifetime, a 
savings of 30 percent in maintenance costs can be expected.

Square Malaga
Malaga’s 5 designs include those with warmer  
colors and a touch of copper and gold; and the  
cooler grey colors with iron effects, ideal for  
urban space designs.

Square

Vinyl Tile

3001 Cobblestone  WG
Tile

2002 Holiday
Tile

3002 City Street  CG
Tile

3003 Concrete Confetti  CG
Tile

2005 Carnival
Tile

Square vinyl tile is FloorScore™ certified to meet the requirements of the flooring 
products certification program for indoor air quality.



Square Palma

Square Patine

Square Silk
Square Wood

The 9 designs in the Palma collection include soothing patterns and softer color shades to create a 
simple, open and airy atmosphere in any high-traffic area.

The designs in the Silk collection feature aluminum-like colors 
and unique 3-D pattern images, creating a powerful effect in 
any contemporary space design.

The designs in the Patine collection combine earthy colors with the look of slightly worn 
leather to create a warm, dynamic environment.

The rich, saturated colors and beautiful textures  
of the Wood collection combine to create the look of real 
wood flooring, without the expense. 

Square tiles are installed with a releasable adhesive,  
so spaces can be repurposed easily.  

9014 Paisley Stone  CB
Tile

9013 Praline Scone  WB
Tile

9008 Metal Bucket  CG
Tile

9009 Howling Wolf  CG
Tile

9010 Pewter Mug  CG
Tile

9015 Norwegian Sky
Tile

9016 Shallow Water
Tile

9017 Foliage
Tile

9011 Pecan Sundae  WB
Tile

9004 Leather Strap
Tile 

9002 Grey Tuxedo  WG
Tile 

9006 Ottoman Blue
Tile  

9005 Cocktail Hour
Tile 

9024 Dry Brush
Tile

9023 Grey Beach  CG
Tile

0002 Oak
Tile 

0001 Teak
Tile 
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We’ve identified Color Foundations™ neutrals in the following way:  WB (warm beige), CB (cool beige), WG (warm grey), CG (cool grey), B (black), W (white)

For more information on Color Foundations, visit Johnsonite.com.



Inertia

Inertia™ Rubber Tile

UnderLock Profile

Square Edge Profile
Square Edge tiles are adhered  
with an environmentally friendly 
releasable adhesive that is perfect  
for access flooring installations.  
They can be picked up and put back 
with ease. These tiles are easy to  
install and easy to maintain.

UnderLock™ features a clever hidden 
locking system that requires no 
adhesive. The tiles simply fit together 
like a puzzle, making them totally 
portable, yet sustainable for both 
temporary and permanent solutions. 
They are easily replaced by anyone.
Please note that rolling traffic is not 
recommended over UnderLock tiles.

Maintenance for UnderLock is slightly 
different from traditional Square Edge, 
glue-down tiles. Due to the nature of the 
hidden locking system, flooding the floor 
with cleaning solutions is not recommended, 
especially in areas with electrical or  
moisture-sensitive equipment. Heavily soiled 
tiles should be removed for deep cleaning. 
Lightly soiled tiles can be maintained with a 
damp mop or microfiber pad with a minimum 
of cleaning solution. See Johnsonite 
UnderLock Maintenance Instructions  
at Johnsonite.com. 

iner TiA is  AvAil Able  
in T wo differenT,  ConvenienT 
ins TAll ATion s y s Tems,  
underloCk And squAre edGe.

Inertia™ offers extraordinary performance and is designed to bear the 
brunt of constant foot traffic and static abuse. Durable and slip resistant, 
Inertia provides an extra measure of comfort and sound absorption. You 
can also take comfort in the fact that Inertia greatly increases the safety 
of your environment. Because it is rubber tile, there is less risk of slip and 
fall accidents, which means people miss less work and you worry less about 
lawsuits. And you’ll enjoy those benefits for a long time because Inertia  
is so durable.

Just like Square, Inertia modular flooring is easy to install and easy to clean. 
It has the same built-in antimicrobial protection that aids in sanitation and 
reduces the need for labor-intensive cleaning, enough that you can expect up  
to a 30 percent savings over the lifetime of your Inertia flooring.



iner TiA ™ Cus TomiZed

Prima® marbleized  
and Prima olio® >>

iner TiA  
PATTern

Thickness Speckled
Prima 

Marbleized 
and Olio

Solid Colors

Square Edge 
24" x 24" 1/4"

12 Standard 
Colorways

Special 
Order

Special 
Order

UnderLock 
25.5" x 25.5" 1/4"

12 Standard 
Colorways

Special 
Order

Special 
Order

12 s TAndArd sPeCkled

729 Thickett  CB 730 Timberline 731 Altitude  CG 732 Tundra  WG

733 Molten  B 734 Hydrate 741 Boardwalk  CB 742 Plaza

743 Muddy Waters  WG 744 Nomad 745 Mohavi  WB 746 Galaxy  B

We’ve identified Color Foundations™ neutrals in the following way:   
WB (warm beige), CB (cool beige), WG (warm grey), CG (cool grey), B (black), W (white)
For more information on Color Foundations, visit Johnsonite.com.

We know that sometimes the perfect tile isn’t a tile 
we offer. Not to worry. You can customize both tiles 
in a wide variety of patterns, colors or textures.  
Choose from a number of options for Speckled, Prima® 
Marbleized and Prima Olio®. You can take advantage 
of Johnsonite’s online Interactive Viewers to preview 
your tiles and make sure they are exactly what you 
want. For a virtual tour of our custom program, visit 
Johnsonite.com.

Square Edge Profile
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Johnsonite 
A Tarkett Company 
16910 Munn Road 
Chagrin Falls, OH 44023 
800-899-8916 or 440-543-8916

www.johnsonite.com

The products in this brochure are featured products from 
the Johnsonite portfolio. Many other Johnsonite products 
can be used in combination with access flooring. For more 
information on Square, Inertia, Inertia UnderLock, rePLACE 
and other Johnsonite products, visit johnsonite.com.
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1. Install track.
(No adhesive required)

2. Attach corners. 3. Slide on rePLACE.

rePLACE makes it easy to utilize your 
access flooring all the way to the 
edges. This innovative wall base system 
is designed for flexibility. Because 
rePLACE is hung on a track without 
adhesives, it can be installed in less 
time with less mess and can be easily 
removed to access the edges of your 
access flooring anytime.

rePLACE®  

Demountable  
Wall Base

ProminenT Tm

GePeTTo Tm

TemPo Tm




